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Abstract:
As part of the international Antarctic Gravity Wave Instrument Network (ANGWIN) program, the
Utah State University all sky IR imager has been operated at the British Antarctic Survey (BAS)
Halley Station (75°36′ S, 26°12′ W) since 2012, obtaining valuable gravity wave information in the
upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere region (~80 to 100 km). In this study, we have
utilized a new 3D spectral analysis technique (Matsuda, et al., 2014) to quantify the horizontal
phase velocity distributions of gravity waves over Antarctica. This new tool enables us to analyze
extensive amounts of airglow imaging data in a relatively short time frame. Additionally, it
eliminates the bias present in analyses performed by individuals with varying wave event
identification experience. Using this new method, forty nights (total ~500 hours) throughout the
2012 winter season have been analyzed. This study will provide insight into variabilities of the
gravity wave energy and propagation characteristics during the 2012 winter season.
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Introduction:
The ANtarctic Gravity Wave Instrument Network or ANGWIN program is an international
collaboration whose goal is to understand atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) and how they
affect the upper atmosphere at polar latitudes. As part of the ANGWIN program, Utah State
University has installed and operated several IR cameras at selected research stations around the
Antarctic continent. The purpose of this project was to analyze the extensive 2012 gravity wave
image data from the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) Halley Station (Figure 1), using a relatively new
3D spectral analysis technique — developed and written in IDL (Interactive Data Language) — by
Takashi Matsuda (Matsuda, Nakamura,
Ejiri, Tsutsumi, & Shiokawa, 2014). After
performing this analysis, the results would
be compared to results of the same data
that was previously analyzed using the
traditional “by-hand” analysis method.
Additionally, these results will be
compared and contrasted with results
from other ANGWIN collaborators. These
comparisons are intended to further the
primary research goal of the ANGWIN
Collaboration “to quantify the large
‘continental-scale’ characteristics and
impacts of a spectrum of gravity waves on
Figure 1: ANGWIN Stations in Antarctica
the mesospheric environment over
Antarctica” (Taylor, et al.).

Theory:
Atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) are buoyancy waves that propagate through stably stratified
fluids. They are ubiquitous throughout the atmosphere, and they transport and deposit energy
and momentum both horizontally and vertically. Although AGWs come from various sources,
they are mainly weather
Airglow
driven. Various instruments
are used to observe/study
GWs such as radar, lidar,
satellites,
spectrometers,
weather balloons, and all-sky
San Francisco
airglow imagers (Negale,
2018). Analyzing the data
taken from Halley and the
Salt Lake City
other
ANGWIN
stations
should help improve our
understanding of their longrange propagation over the
Figure 2: Image of Earth showing airglow layer and
vast Antarctic continent.
ISS limb in foreground (Chambers, 2017).
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The images used in this investigation are taken from the OH airglow layer of the mesosphere
located at ~87 km (Figure 2), and are very useful for investigating the properties of horizontal and
upward propagating AGWs. These properties include phase speed (from which the power is
determined) , horizontal wavelength, direction of propagation, period, and amplitude. This
investigation utilizes the relatively new 3D spectral analysis technique that gives the power
spectrum in the horizontal phase velocity domain (Matsuda, Nakamura, Ejiri, Tsutsumi, &
Shiokawa, 2014).

Method:
The data used in this investigation was obtained in 2012 using Utah State University’s all-sky
imaging camera. The Halley Infrared (IR) imager has a 180° field of view and takes broad band
(0.9-1.6 µm) observations of the OH emission layer (~87 km). High quality short-exposure (3 sec)
gravity wave images are obtained every 10 sec, including auroral and full moon conditions.
Although the all-sky imager obtains data under almost all conditions, Matsuda’s spectral analysis
program requires that only clean images are used. Images with contamination such as aurora or
clouds must first be removed. The data used in this investigation had previously been cleaned
and analyzed using the traditional method. These results will be discussed later. Although
previously cleaned, the data still needed to be pre-processed in order to run it through the IDL
program. The cleaned data identified 40 exceptional nights over the 2012 winter season. Over
these 40 nights, the average duration of uncontaminated data range between ~6 and 12 hours.
Beginning with raw data (Figure 3), three pre-processing steps are required.
1. First, the stars must be removed from each image (Figure 4). This is achieved using a
filtering algorithm that removes all single stars (not the Milky Way). If these single stars
are not removed, they will cause unwanted streaks in the images during the next step of
the process.
2. The second step is flat-fielding (Figure 5). This step removes the background from each
image and corrects for detector defects and lens vignetting effects. The flat-fielding
correction normalizes the amount of light that is passing through the lens at all points.
3. The third and final pre-processing step is the calibration and unwarping of the individual
images (Figure 6). This step projects the image onto a 2D plane to correct for the all-sky
lens format. This projection makes it possible to know the geographic orientation and
gives a linear scale for the processed data image.
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Figure 3: Raw Data

Figure 4: Star Removed

Figure 5: Flat Fielded

Figure 6: Calibrated and
Unwarped (320x256 km)

Once these pre-processing steps are completed the images are ready to run through the IDL
program.
The program developed by Matsuda (Matsuda, Nakamura, Ejiri, Tsutsumi, & Shiokawa, 2014)
expanded on the 3D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) program developed by Coble et al. in 1998
(Coble, Papen, & Gardner, 1998). This new analysis method was developed to “obtain power
spectra of airglow intensity variation in the horizontal phase velocity domain from a series of airglow
images” (Matsuda, Nakamura, Ejiri, Tsutsumi, & Shiokawa, 2014). This program allows the user
to run data sets ranging in length from one to four hours.
Because the all-sky imager takes images every ten seconds, Matsuda’s spectral analysis program
first bins the data from six images each minute into a single image for analysis. The program then
runs these images through a 3D FFT which computes an image in the x,y,t plane space into a
kx,ky,f0,…,n space where k is the wave number and f is the frequency. The 𝑘𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘𝑦 components
determine k, which is then used along with the frequency f to calculate the horizontal phase
speed c. Each image with cx,cy, and f components is for a single period (1 min, 5 min, 10 min,
etc.). This information is then added —cx,cy,f0 + cx,cy,f1 +,…,cx,cy,fn— to combine these images
into a 2D power spectrum plot (Chambers, 2017; Matsuda, Nakamura, Ejiri, Tsutsumi, &
Shiokawa, 2014) . These 2D plots show the distribution of GW phase speed and their amplitude
as a function of direction of propagation.

Results:
The goal for this project was to analyze the forty exceptional night in 1-hour, 4-hour, and whole
night intervals. Figure 7 shows an example of each of these analysis respectively.
At first glance, these maps from Figure 7 appeared very similar. However, looking at results over
a whole season, one can see variations in directionality and amplitude on an hourly, nightly, and
monthly basis. These variations can be caused by wind filtering or source anisotropy among other
things. The 1-hour and 4-hour comparisons can be used to show how much the AGWs vary during
a single night. The whole night analyses told a different story though.
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Figure 7: Left; 1-hour analysis, middle; 4-hour analysis, right; whole night analysis(~12 hours)

While the 1-hour and 4-hour analyses run within the parameters of the program, the full-night
analysis was discovered to run beyond the limitations of Matsuda’s program! Looking at the
images in Figure 7, there are obvious differences between the first two images and the third with
regards to phase speed. Image number 3 is indicative of the whole-night analysis results obtained
over all 40 nights. The whole-night analysis intervals ranged from 2 to 12 hours. Figure 8 shows
the whole-night analysis results for 6 representative nights — one per month— for the 2012
season. When compared side by side, the phase speed differences between the shorter and
longer whole-night durations became apparent. The map for April 15th (top left) represents a
duration of 692 minutes, whereas the map for July 19th (bottom left) represents a duration of
899 minutes. The number of binned images for each night can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 8: All-night run results for 6 representative nights during
the 2012 winter season (dates correspond to Appendix B)
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This caused some concern because if the images for each specific wave period were being added
together then the final image should have depicted all the phase speed information. With the
phase speed information being essentially cut off at the ~50 m/s mark, the only conclusion was
that not all of the data was being included in this analysis. Dr. Yucheng Zhao subsequently
determined that Matsuda’s program does not currently have the capability to analyze more than
four hours of data in a single run. This four-hour maximum interval is an arbitrary parameter set
in the program. Work is underway to adjust this parameter to increase the program’s capability
to run longer time intervals. Unfortunately, this initial work served only to show the limitation of
the current program. This realization moved the 1-hour and 4-hour analysis to the forefront of
this study.
After moving into the 1-hour and 4-hour analysis portion of this study, 6 nights were analyzed
and compared. Six nights — 1 per month of the 2012 winter season — were selected to represent
wave activity at monthly intervals The intent was to find one exceptional night each month and
keep them as close to the middle of the month as possible. The results (found in Appendix B)
show that wave activity was extremely variable between months, but analysis of several seasons
will be required to determine if there is a consistent pattern.
Forty previously analyzed nights were chosen for this project so the results from the Matsuda
program could be compared to the results from the previous by-hand analysis as mentioned in
the method section of this report. The images in Figure 9 show the correlation between the
single-event analysis image and the 3D spectral analysis image. They show a good agreement
with high phase speed waves propagating eastward and low phase speed waves propagating
westward. This correlation is promising, but not the full picture. The traditional analysis method
looked at multiple individual events while the spectral analysis program is able to use data from
all wave events, analyze them, and then combine the results into a single plot. Thus, while the
correlation is there, more definitive information can be gleaned from the 3D FFT method.

Figure 9: Analysis Results Comparison (Matsuda, Nakamura, Ejiri, Tsutsumi, & Shiokawa, 2014)
(a) Single event analysis results, (b) 3D spectral analysis results,
(c) Spectral analysis results overlaid with traditional analysis results
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Conclusions:
Overall, Matsuda’s 3D FFT program is fast, efficient, and consistent. It provides a means to
consistently analyze large amounts of data in a relatively short time. This spectrum based
technique provides detailed horizontal phase velocity distributions as a function of time that will
lead to more accurate results for investigating the effects of wave filtering in the mesosphere. It
also allows for faster analysis and gives more consistent results without bias caused by differing
extraction criteria (Matsuda, et al., 2014). This study has shown that the ability to analyze 1-hour
and 4-hour periods yields enough information to begin comparing results from other years of
USU data, as well as other collaborative sites. There are many years of data now to be analyzed
in order to enable a quantitative comparison from multiple Antarctic sites. This extensive data
will allow for a deeper understanding of the effects of GWs have on the mesospheric
environment over Antarctica.
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Appendix A: Dates and Times of Analyzed Data for Halley Station
Date
2012
April 01-02
April 02-03
April 15-16
April 16-17
April 18-19
April 21-22
April 22-23
April 27-28
April 19-30
May 11-12
May 12-13
June 16-17
July 16-17
July 19-20
July 23-24
July 24-25
July 28-29
July 29-30
August 06-07
August 08-09
August 09-10
August 10-11
August 11-12
August 12-13
August 14-15
August 15-16
August 16-17
August 17-18
August 18-19
August 23-24
August 24-25
August 26-27
September 04-05
September 05-06
September 06-07
September 07-08
September 09-10
September 12-13
September 14-15
October 04-05

Time
Start
21:17:50
21:45:12
19:52:49
20:11:49
19:52:29
19:35:27
19:37:47
19:18:11
18:57:50
17:50:47
17:44:48
16:27:08
17:59:29
17:46:09
17:54:28
17:10:29
17:51:08
17:40:27
18:57:45
19:07:49
19:22:08
19:18:48
19:57:07
19:04:48
19:39:48
19:44:47
19:16:27
19:55:48
20:00:47
22:15:09
23:10:10
0:44:58
21:38:08
21:35:47
21:40:48
21:30:07
21:16:09
21:58:08
22:10:08
0:47:07

End
0:02:00
6:21:52
7:24:29
7:43:29
7:49:09
22:42:07
5:29:27
8:04:51
6:29:38
9:32:27
0:41:28
3:50:28
0:10:19
8:46:10
3:14:28
9:00:30
9:07:49
9:13:47
8:51:05
8:44:30
8:17:08
8:30:29
7:53:48
7:51:28
7:36:28
7:41:28
23:34:47
7:35:48
7:40:47
6:43:29
7:13:30
7:08:18
23:18:08
5:39:37
5:27:28
3:45:07
6:01:09
5:44:48
5:23:29
2:27:07

Images (UT Time) Total Minutes
Start
200
400
200
350
300
300
350
400
350
350
350
1600
900
700
600
300
400
300
500
500
550
500
700
350
500
500
300
500
500
1150
1450
2000
550
500
500
400
250
400
400
400

End
1185
3500
4350
4500
4600
1420
3900
5000
4500
6000
2850
5700
3125
6100
3960
6000
5900
5900
5500
5400
5200
5250
5000
4950
4800
4800
1850
4700
4700
4200
4350
4300
1150
3400
3300
2650
3400
3200
3000
1000
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0-282
0-515
0-691
0-690
0-716
0-185
0-531
0-764
0-690
0-940
0-415
0-681
0-369
0-898
0-558
0-948
0-914
0-931
0-712
0-815
0-773
0-790
0-714
0-765
0-715
0-715
0-256
0-698
0-698
0-506
0-481
0-382
0-98
0-482
0-465
0-373
0-523
0-464
0-431
0-98

Total
283
516
692
691
717
186
532
765
691
941
416
682
370
899
559
949
915
932
713
816
774
791
715
766
716
716
257
699
699
507
482
383
99
483
466
374
524
465
432
99
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Appendix B: 1-Hour and 4-Hour Analysis Examples
April 15, 2012

These maps show a predominantly South-East direction of propagation.

1-Hour Runs

4-Hour Runs
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May 11, 2012 These maps show Eastward propagating waves shifting toward the South-East.
1-Hour Runs

4-Hour Runs
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June 16, 2012

These maps show predominately Eastward propagating waves.

1-Hour Run

4-Hour Run
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July 19, 2012

These maps show less developed waves propagating Southeastward.

1-Hour Runs

4-Hour Runs
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August 15, 2012

These maps show Eastward propagating waves shifting toward the
South-East, then shifting Eastward again.

1-Hour Run

4-Hour Run
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September 9, 2012

These maps show a predominantly South direction of propagation.

1-Hour Run

4-Hour Run
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